
What Does the Rodeo Queen and Princess Do?? 

Thank you for your interest in become a “royal” representative of the Wisconsin 
River Pro Rodeo.  Your duties as Queen or Princess are to promote the sport of 
rodeo and Lincoln County.  You will serve as a role model to others and a 
representative for the Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo.  The following will give you a 
rough; itinerary of the duties of these positions.  The committee is always willing 
to work with any conflicts your schedule may have.  We understand school, 
family, and work commitments; just let us know if any problems or conflicts 
come up. 
 

Required Appearances 

-Tomahawk 4th of July Parade (horse required) 
-Merrill Labor Day Parade (horse required) 
-Merrill Christmas Parade (ride in RAM Truck or WRPR float) 
-Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo Queen Judging - Speech Night 
-Radio Interviews the week of the Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo 
-Read at the T.B. Scott Library the week of the Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo 
-Other miscellaneous radio and promotional activities - schedule to be 
determined. 
 

Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo - Horse Required 

***Your horse MUST be able to carry a flag, enter an arena, and not be afraid 
of cattle!*** 
During the rodeo performance, you will have an opportunity to chase back cattle, 
carry victory lap flags, corporate flags, and participate in the grand entry along 
with an introduction queen’s lap.   
 

Optional Appearances 

April - Midwest Horse Fair (Madison, WI) 
Any other appearances you would like to participate in are fine - please just clear 
any appearances with the WRPR Queens Committee first.  Any suggestions are 
welcome! 
 
We are looking forward to working with you to promote the Wisconsin River Pro 
Rodeo!  We hope you find this to be a fun and memorable experience - Thank you 

so much for your participation and time.  Best wishes in becoming the next 
Wisconsin River Pro Rodeo Queen or Princess!! 


